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ABSTRACT: A new force field has been created for simulating
hydrated alanine polypeptides using the adaptive force matching
(AFM) method. Only density functional theory calculations using
the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof exchange−correlation functional
and the D3 dispersion correction were used to fit the force field.
The new force field, AFM2020, predicts NMR scalar coupling
constants for hydrated homopolymeric alanine in better agree-
ments with experimental data than several other models including
those fitted directly to such data. For Ala7, the new force field
shows about 15% helical conformations, 20% conformation in the
β basin, and 65% polyproline II. The predicted helical population
of short hydrated alanine is higher than previous estimates based
on the same experimental data. Gas-phase simulations indicate that
the force field developed by AFM solution-phase data is likely to produce a reasonable conformation distribution when hydration
water is no longer present, such as the interior of a protein.

1. INTRODUCTION
All-atom simulations are an important technique in molecular
biology. While experimental techniques, such as X-ray
crystallography, provide a static picture, simulations provide
mechanistic and dynamic insights on important biological
processes. Interpretation of experimental data frequently relies
on modeling.1−5 Computational biology has contributed to our
understanding of many fundamental biological processes and is
now considered essential in many areas of biomedical research,
such as computer-aided drug design.6

A trustworthy molecular simulation requires an accurate
potential that describes atomistic interactions. Although ab initio
equations can be solved to provide such an interaction potential,
the vast majority of computational biology relies on a simplified
set of molecular mechanics equations with associated parame-
ters to describe the atomistic scale interactions. Such a set of
equations along with the parameters is widely referred to as a
force field.
Development of biological force fields, in particular, protein

force fields, has a long history.7−10 A protein force field has a
large number of parameters. The majority of the force fields use
simple Lennard-Jones terms to describe repulsion and
dispersion, although other power-law-based terms are also
used.11,12 We will refer to the combination of repulsion and
dispersion as short-range nonbonded interactions. Generally, a
protein force field derives the nonbonded parameters and partial
charges from gas-phase electronic structure calculations. For
example, CHARMM fits the nonbonded interactions based on
gas-phase energies of a model compound and water.13 The

partial charges can be obtained by fitting the electrostatic
potential of the model compound in vacuum. Such a fit typically
relies on Hartree−Fock calculations with additional restraints,
such as the RESP algorithm.14 The charges so obtained are
frequently scaled to compensate for enhanced polarizations in
the condensed phase. More recent approaches include
extrapolation of partial charges fitted in vacuum and in implicit
solvents.15,16 Intramolecular bond, angle, and torsional terms
generally rely on experimental data on model compounds or
electronic structure-based energy surfaces.13,15,17−19 For exam-
ple, the torsional terms are frequently fitted to the local MP2
potential energy surfaces in the gas phase. In many cases,
electronic structure-based torsional terms are found to be less
than satisfactory; it is sometimes necessary to adjust the
torsional terms empirically to improve agreement on selected
proteins.20

Many protein potentials have several sets of parameters in
use.16,20−28 Some protein force fields have multiple line-
ages.16,23,24 When the parameter sets are being revised,
frequently only the torsional terms are revised with the partial
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charges and nonbonded short-range interactions inherited from
earlier models in the same lineage.20,22,23,25,26,28,29

In this publication, we present the development of an alanine
force field based on and only on condensed phase force-
matching.30−32 Partial charges, short-range repulsion, and
torsional surfaces are all determined directly in the condensed
phase without assuming transferability between gas phase and
condensed phase. It is well known that many-body effects play
an important role in a condensed phase.33 For pair-wise additive
potentials, we believe that direct condensed phase fitting is
especially meritorious since it allows additive expressions to
better capture many-body effects implicitly.
We will focus on developing a pair-wise additive potential,

which allows inexpensive simulations at the microsecond scale
to be performed. We will leverage the adaptive force matching
(AFM) method,34−36 which provides a mechanism to fit
condensed phase reference forces on the most thermodynami-
cally important conformations.
We aim to create a whole new force field with new definitions

of atom types. All related parameters, from partial charges and
nonbonded short-range interactions to intramolecular bond,
angle, and dihedral terms, are fitted. In the future, if additional
training conformations are deemed important, the reference
forces released with the publication will allow all parameters to
be refit self-consistently with the create-your-own-force-field
(CRYOFF) code.37 Such a refit of all parameters is better than
only patching part of the energy expressions, such as torsional
terms, to fix problems. Rather than relying on Lennard-Jones
terms, we will use the Buckingham potential38 since its
exponential repulsion is expected to be more physical.
Leveraging the ability of AFM to reliably obtain a large

number of parameters, we will not use combination rules.
Nonbonded short-range parameters between any unique pairs of
atom types will be fitted. The α-helix is expected to be stabilized
by the intrapeptide, NH···OC hydrogen bond. When relying on
combination rules, parameters have to reach a compromise
between modeling hydration effects dictated by amide and
carbonyl−water interactions and modeling the NH···OC
hydrogen bond. In fact, many models fit the amide−water and
carbonyl−water interactions to obtain the NH and OC
parameters and rely on combination rules for modeling the
intrapeptide hydrogen bond.13,17,18 By not using combination
rules, short-range nonbonded terms can be optimized for
modeling the peptide−peptide and peptide−water interactions
independently.
Alanine was chosen in this work as there is a rich body of both

theoretical and experimental work on homologous alanine.39−46

It is considered one of the best α-helix formers,42−45 and at the
same time, hydrated short alanine is an example of an
intrinsically disordered protein.47 In this work, we will focus
on hydrated homologous alanine peptides of various lengths.
While the development of the force field relies completely on
electronic structure based force matching (FM),34 the validation
of the fitted model will be performed by comparing with scalar
coupling constants from two-dimensional NMR spectra.40 The
scalar coupling data provide insights into conformation
distributions of the peptide secondary structures through the
Karplus equation.48 While such data sets have been used to
reparameterize torsional terms in the existing force fields in
various studies,25,49,50 we will use such couplings only as a
validation. The performance of our electronic structure-based
force field for reproducing the J-coupling will be compared to

other known models including models where the J-coupling has
been fitted directly.
It is found that our AFM-based alanine model outperforms

even a direct thermodynamic fit to the experimental J-coupling
constants, strongly endorsing the quality of our force field for
modeling hydrated alanine peptide. Although our force field was
fitted to reference forces of a hydrated peptide, simulations were
also performed in the absence of hydration water. A reasonable
conformation distribution was obtained, suggesting that our
force field is applicable to a broader range of systems with
alanine. We note that our model is just a small step toward a full
protein force field based on AFM. The performance of our
model for modeling a real protein has not been fully evaluated.
The paper is composed of the following sections. After the

introduction, a discussion of the AFM-based alanine force field
development will be presented in Section 2. Section 3 reports
computational details of our validation. A quality assessment of
our potential is presented in Section 4. A comparison between
our model and selected models from the AMBER and
CHARMM family is presented in Section 5. A summary and
discussion are presented in Section 6.

2. ADAPTIVE FORCE MATCHING
The AFM method was originally developed in the Wang
group.34−36,51 Although the method has been shown to give
quantitatively accurate potentials for many simple systems, such
as water,51,52 hydrated ions,53 and CO2,

54 its application to more
complex systems has not been explored. Peptide and protein are
challenging test cases since an error of 1 kcal/mol is expected to
change the relative population of different conformations by a
factor of 10 based on the Boltzmann law.
In this work, we developed a force field for poly-alanine

peptide. A typical AFM procedure iterates through three steps,
the molecular dynamics (MD) step, the quantum mechanics
(QM)/molecular mechanics (MM) step, and the FM step. A
detailed description of the AFM method has been provided
previously.51 We will only focus on describing procedures
specific to the fitting of the alanine force field.
The fitting will be performed using hydrated Ala7 as the model

system. The choice reflects a compromise between the
computational cost of the required QM/MM calculations and
the proper sampling of peptide hydrogen bonds that are
responsible for the stability of α-helix. Most biological textbooks
attribute the stability of the α-helix to the intrapeptide hydrogen
bond between residues i and i + 4, although some force fields
have the α-helix to be a minimum in the torsional energy surface,
thus capable of forming α-helices even without such hydrogen
bonds. We anticipate that it is important to ensure sampling of i
and i + 4 hydrogen bonds in our training set. To form a i→ i + 4
hydrogen bond, the shortest peptide would be Ala5. However,
we decided to use a zwitterionic peptide, leading to the two
terminal residues to have different parameters. It was thus
decided that Ala7 should be sufficiently long but not so long as to
make the QM/MM computations impractical.
Since we intended to use the NMR scalar coupling data to

validate the final force field, a zwitterionic system would be most
similar to the cationic system used for the NMR study without
the need to parameterize a counterion.
In this work, only the alanine−water and alanine−alanine

parameters will be optimized using AFM. We will use the
BLYPSP-4F model developed previously with AFM for
modeling water.51 This model gives many properties of water
in excellent agreement with experiments, such as radial
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distribution functions (RDFs), diffusion constant, dielectric
constant, and heat of vaporization.55 Previous studies also
showed that the hydration free energies of salts53 and small
solute molecules56 were in good agreement with experiments
when fitted with this water model using AFM.
The Amber ff99SB force field21 will be used as the initial guess

for the first generation of AFM. Water−water interactions are
modeled with BLYPSP-4F. Since BLYPSP-4F does not use
Lennard-Jones for nonbonded short-range interactions, to work
with ff99SB as the initial guess force field, the alanine−water
cross-terms were derived by assuming that BLYPSP-4F water
has the same σ and ε parameters as TIP3P.57 We note that
combination rules are only used to construct the initial guess and
are not needed after the first generation.
2.1. MD Step. The AFM method obtains its training set

conformations with theMD sampling step. In this work, theMD
sampling was performed with one zwitterionic alanine−
heptamer and 3021 water molecules. The box is large enough
to allow for approximately 1.0 nm of water to surround the
alanine−heptamer on all sides, even in the most stretched
conformation.
Although alanine is known to be one of the best α-helix

formers, shorter chains may not have much α-helix con-
formation. Also, β-sheets are stabilized by hydrogen bonding
between peptide strands. A short peptide will be difficult to fold
back to form “interchain” β-sheets and would have less β-sheet
conformations. Since we hope our force field will also perform
well for much longer alanine peptides and be used as part of a
protein force field, we decided to generate restrained training
sets to ensure sampling of such important regions of the
conformation space.
To accomplish this and ensure balanced sampling, we include

five groups of conformations by performing separate MD
simulations. All torsional restraints were enforced using a cosine
dihedral formula (see eq 3 later) with n = 1 and a force constant
of 50 kJ/mol unless specified otherwise.

(a) α-Helix group: the ϕ and ψ angles were restrained to −60
and −45°, respectively, to sample the α-helix basin. In
addition, we added harmonic restraint of i, i + 4 hydrogen
bonds to 1.9 Å with a force constant of 1000 kJ/(mol·Å2),
and the N−H−O angle of the hydrogen bond to 180°
with a force constant of 500 kJ/(mol·rad2).

(b) β-Strand group: the ϕ and ψ angles were restrained to
−135 and 135°, respectively.

(c) Polyproline II (PPII) group: the ϕ and ψ angles were
restrained to −75 and 150°, respectively.

(d) Survey group: with only the α-helix, β-strand, and PPII
restraints, the torsional space will be under-represented,
which could lead to stability issues for other regions of the
torsional surface. To cover a wider range of torsional
angles in the training set, the survey group was created.
This group contains four subsets each with a separate
restraint. The restraints were set at (ψ = −120°), (ϕ =
−150°, ψ =−60°), (ϕ =−150°, ψ = 60°), and (ϕ =−90°,
ψ = 60°). These restraints were enforced with a smaller
force constant of 20 kJ/mol to allow for a wider
distribution around these points.

(e) Unrestrained group: we also performed MD for Ala7
without any restraint to provide an unbiased training set.

All sampling was performed in the NPT ensemble at 1 bar
with the Nose−̀Hoover thermostat58,59 and Parrinello−Rahman
barostat.60 The thermostat relaxation constant was chosen to be

2.0 ps, and the barostat relaxation constant was 5.0 ps. The α-
helix, β-strand, PPII, and the unrestrained groups were sampled
both at 310 K and a slightly elevated temperature of 360 K. 310
K is close to the human body temperature, while the 360 K
trajectories enhance the sampling of the conformation space.
The survey group (d) was only simulated at 310 K.
Sixty conformations were collected for each of the five groups

mentioned above. For the survey group (d), 15 conformations
were saved for each of the four subsets. For the other groups, 30
conformations were saved from each of the two temperatures.
The total number of conformations per generation is thus 300.
The five groups of conformations are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. QM/MM Step. The reference forces for AFM were
obtained in the QM/MM step. For each conformation in the
training set, the following procedure was used to identify a QM
region and the associated MM environment for Coulombic
embedding.

(a) Ala7 is included in the QM region.
(b) If a water molecule has any atom within 4.5 Å of a carbon

atom or within 3.8 Å of any other atom, it will be included
in the QM region. 4.5 and 3.8 Å are approximately the
location of the first minima in the corresponding peptide
and water RDFs.

(c) Randomly select five water molecules from those
identified in step (b). All water molecules within 2.6 Å
of the selected water molecules are also included in the
QM region.

(d) Any water molecule within 7 Å of any heavy atoms of the
alanine but not included in the QM region are identified
as an MM water. Water molecules further away will be
omitted.

(e) The Ala7 and any water molecule not having any MM
atoms within 2.6 Å will be fitted. The remaining QM
waters will not be fitted but are still treated quantum
mechanically to shield the fitted atoms from nearby MM
point charges.

With this procedure, the QM region will include from 58 to
100 water molecules depending on the conformation, although
only 12 water molecules are fitted on average. All MMwaters are
represented as point charges for the QM/MM calculations.
For the QM/MM conformations, reference forces were

calculated with density functional theory (DFT) using the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange−correlation func-
tional with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for all the heavy atoms and

Table 1. Torsional Constraints for Different Conformation
Groupsa

group Φ (deg) Ψ (deg) T (K) N

α-helixb −60 −45 310, 360 30, 30
β-sheet −135 −135 310, 360 30, 30
PPII −75 150 310, 360 30, 30
survey group −120 N/A 310 15

−150 −60 310 15
−150 60 310 15
−90 60 310 15

unrestrained N/A N/A 310, 360 30, 30
aSimulation temperatures (T) and number of frames (N) used are
also reported. bThe α-helix group was sampled with additional
restraints of H−O distance and N−H−O angle (see text). N/A: not
applicable since no constraints were made.
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the cc-pVDZ basis set for hydrogen. The calculations were
performed using the Parallel Quantum Solutions program with
Fourier transform Coulomb for two-electron integrals.61 The
self-consistent field calculations were performed with a Brillouin
convergence of 10−6. The zero tolerance for one-electron
integrals was 10−11 and that for two-electron integrals was 10−10.
2.3. FM Step. In the FM step, the force fields were

determined by fitting the QM/MM reference forces. Due to the
large number of parameters in the alanine potential, for each
generation of FM, reference forces from up to two previous
generations of AFM are combined and used as a training set.
This procedure will use up to 900 configurations to be fitted in
each generation.
Figure 1 summarizes the 14 atom types to be used, which were

assigned based on the chemical environment of each atom. The
parameters were determined with a three-step fitting procedure.

2.3.1. Determination of Dispersion Parameters. The C6
dispersion terms will be fitted to Grimme’s D3 dispersion.62,63 In
order to reduce the number of interaction terms for more
efficient MD simulations, dispersion terms were only placed
between heavy atoms. Three peptide fragments (Figure S1),
representing the alanine residue, the C terminus, and the N
terminus, along with isolated water molecules were used to fit
the dispersion parameters.
D3 computations were performed on conformations with two

isolated peptide fragments and two water molecules. The
conformations were extracted from a hydrated Ala7 MD
simulation. The peptide fragments extracted are required to be
separated by at least 5 Å in nearest atom distances. The two
randomly selected water molecules are required to be between
4.5 and 6.5 Å from any one of the two peptide fragments and at
least 5 Å from each other. The distance criterion was applied to
ensure that only the long-range asymptotes were fit. Very distant
pairs were also avoided to ensure good numerical stability.
The D3 forces were computed with the Becke−Johnson (BJ)

damping function.64−66 Since the reference forces were
computed with PBE, parameters for the D3 computations
were chosen to be compatible with the functional.
Since no combination rules were being used, an independent

C6 parameter is fitted for each pair of unique atoms. For the
fitting of C6 terms, the force and torque on each peptide
fragment were used as reference. Since only a single dispersion
site was used for water, only the total force of water was fitted in
this step.
In our force field, the dispersion terms will be modeled with

the short-range damped (SRD) form with the expression

=
+

V r
C

r r
( )ij

ij

ij
disp

6
6

0
6

(1)

where r0 is 0.6 times the sum of the atomic van derWaals (vdW)
radius67 summarized in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
A comparison of the SRD dispersion and the popular Tang−
Tonnies dispersion is also presented in the Supporting
Information. The SRD form provides much stronger damping
inside the vdW radius and is thus more stable. Also, the SRD
form consistently results in lower root-mean-square error of the
fit for the final AFM force field when compared to Tang−
Tonnies.
We note that since the Grimme D3 dispersion is empirical, it

would be possible to simply use the D3 dispersion as is.
However, such an approach would require modification of the
Gromacs code. Our goal is for our final force field to be
compatible with the majority of the MD packages available in
the public domain. In addition, recasting the D3 dispersion,
which is between every pair of atoms, to a heavy atom only
description reduces the computational cost, which is merito-
rious for a biological force field. The only problem with such a
remapping is that certain fitted dispersion parameters can
become positive. Such repulsive dispersion is unphysical and
indicates overfitting. To address this problem, the dispersion
terms were refit after the offending terms are removed
sequentially. The final force field only retained 46 dispersion
terms total.

2.3.2. Determination of Partial Charges and the Inter-
molecular Short-Range Nonbonded Parameters. In step (b),
the parameters of the dispersion terms will be fixed and
Coulombic terms and the peptide-water short-range nonbonded
terms are fitted. The reference forces will be PBE forces
computed in the QM/MM step and corrected with D3(BJ)
dispersion.
When fitting charges, charge constraints have been applied so

that the −CO−NH−Cα−H and the side-chain −CH3 group
are both neutral. The sum of the charges for theN-terminusO
C−[CH]−[NH3

+] will be 0.766 e, and the [NH]−[CH]−
[CO2

−] group at the C terminus will be −0.766 e. The use of
0.766 e for the excess charge is based on previous work of fitting
monovalent ions with AFM.53 Such a charge is expected to
compensate for the implicit treatment of optical contribution to
the dielectric constant.53,68

The short-range repulsion terms will be modeled with an
exponential function

= α−V r A e( )ij ij
r

rep
ij ij

(2)

The repulsion terms are placed between every peptide heavy
atom and water oxygen. In addition, repulsion terms are placed
between a hydrogen atom and any atoms with a negative charge.
For peptide−water repulsions, αij in eq 2 was fitted as a
nonlinear parameter.

2.3.3. Determination of Intramolecular Parameters. After
determining the intermolecular terms, intramolecular terms
were fitted with all intermolecular parameters fixed to the value
determined in steps (a) and (b). The alanine force field contains
bond, angle, and dihedral terms and the Buckingham potential
for the intramolecular short-range nonbonded interactions. For
the Buckingham potential, only the exponential repulsion is
fitted in this step since the dispersion terms were determined in
step (a).

Figure 1. Fourteen atom types used for the development of the poly-
alanine peptide force field. The dashed box indicates the residue that
repeats for longer peptides.
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The assignment of bond and angle terms is rather
straightforward. Every covalent bond will be modeled with a
harmonic bond potential. Any two bonds sharing an atom will
have a harmonic angle term. We note that for any sp3 atomic
center with four different bonds, six different angle parameters
can be fit. However, there are only 5 degrees of freedom for the
angles; thus, the six angle terms will be dependent on each other.
For a planar sp2 atom, technically only two free angles exist.
However, we allow all the three angles to be fit. The sum of the
three equilibrium angles can be larger than 360°. Since a
pyramidal vertex has the sum of the three angles less than 360°,
the larger sum provides a driving force to keep the center planar
and is thus desirable.
Torsional interactions for the peptide will be described using

the cosine dihedral formula

θ θ δ= + −V k n( ) (1 cos( ))ndih (3)

where θ is the torsional angle.
The following three types of dihedral terms are used:

i. The single-bond potential (SP) has a multiplicity n of 3
and the equilibrium angle, δ, will be fitted. The fitting of δ
allows the minimum of the torsional potential to differ
from 60°; however, care must be taken for chiral atoms
when δ is different from zero.

ii. The double-bond potential (DP) has a multiplicity n of 2
and a δ of 180°.

iii. A triple-term potential (TP) is composed of three cosine
dihedral terms with n of 1, 2, and 3. δwill be zero for TP to
avoid overfitting with too many parameters to describe
one torsional angle.

In order to avoid overfitting, a minimal set of dihedral terms is
included. Each dihedral is defined with a four-atom sequence.
Counting from the N-terminus, each unique atom type will be
the first atom of a four-atom sequence. The three other atoms
will use as many backbone atoms as possible.
Since the peptide bond ω dihedral has a double-bond

character, it will be described with DP dihedral. All atoms
bonded to theC3−N2will have aDP dihedral to help the atomic
centers to remain planar. The only torsional angles that use the
TP bond are the peptide ϕ and ψ angles. To better define the
location of the side-chain methyl group, a separate torsional
term is fitted to describe theϕ′ andψ′ dihedrals. However, forϕ′
and ψ′ dihedrals, only the SP term is used. Table 2 provides a
summary of all the torsional terms fit.
As with most force fields, no nonbonded short-range

interactions will be used when two atoms are separated by one
or two covalent bonds. 1−4 interactions are interactions
between atoms separated by three bonds. 1−4 interactions are
sometimes scaled in other force fields.17,18 To avoid introducing
another parameter as the scaling factor, we decided to include
1−4 interactions without scaling.
It is worth mentioning that fitting without 1−4 interactions

was also attempted. Ignoring 1−4 interactions would lead to
problematic distributions. For example, in what is known as the
C5 conformation for the alanine peptide,69,70 the O1−H2 atoms
(see Figure 1) will be close. The O1−H2 interaction is 1−5;
however, the H2 does not see the Coulombic repulsion from C3
without 1−4, leading to problems that are difficult to fully
compensate by torsional terms alone.
All atom pairs could have intrapeptide repulsion as long as

they are separated by more than two bonds. Additional
challenges arise in the fitting of such repulsion since bonded

terms limit the range of possible interatomic distances sampled
in the training set. Based on interatomic distances sampled in the
training set, we classify intrapeptide atom pairs into distant, near,
and intimate pairs. Distant pairs are atom pairs that are far apart
and do not feel steric repulsion even at the shortest distance in
the training set. This is defined as atom pairs that never get closer
than 3.5 Å for two heavy atoms or 3.0 Å if at least one of the
atoms is hydrogen. Near pairs have distances shorter than that of
the distant pair but greater than 2.0 Å. Atom pairs that get closer
than 2.0 Å will be referred to as intimate pairs.
For distant pairs, the steric repulsion is never felt in the

conformations in the training set. Thus, no sufficient
information exists from the QM/MM calculations to fit
repulsion. For these pairs, the Amber ff99SB 1/r12 repulsion
will be used between two heavy atoms. Borrowing of the Amber
repulsion for distant pairs will not lead to inferior quality of the
force field since those repulsions do not contribute significantly
at the temperature of interest. The use of a trajectory with
elevated temperature of 360 K for our training set generation
was designed to improve sampling of steric encounters to better
capture cases where an AFM repulsion would be important.
For near pairs, αij in eq 2 was deduced from fitting to SAPT

exchange repulsion between similar functional groups. In such a
case, a scan was performed using SAPT with the exchange
repulsion energies from the scan fit to eq 2, αij determined from
the fit will be used as is for AFM. For pairs where such a scan
cannot be easily performed without leading to a steric clash of
other atoms, αij was fixed to 3.6 Å

−1 for repulsion between heavy
atoms, and to 3.5 Å−1 if at least one of the two atoms is hydrogen.
Such a SAPT-based predetermination of αij reduces the number
of nonlinear parameters that needs to be fitted. For intimate
pairs, αij is fully optimized with AFM.
We note that occasionally the fitted exponential term turns

out to be attractive. This is more likely to happen between pairs
of atoms already with strong Coulombic repulsion. In such a
case, we will remove the attractive exponential term and refit to
ensure all exponential terms to be repulsive.

Table 2. Torsional Terms in the Force Fielda

torsional terms fitting type

ϕ C3−N2−C4−C3 TP
C3−N2−C1−C6

ψ N2−C4−C3−N2 TP
N1−C5−C3−N2

ϕ′ C3−N2−C4−C2 SP
C3−N2−C1−C2

ψ′ C2−C4−C3−N2 SP
C2−C5−C3−N2

ω C4−C3−N2−C4 DP
C5−C3−N2−C4
C4−C3−N2−C1
O1−C3−N2−H2
C5−C3−N2−H2
C4−C3−N2−H2
O1−C3−N2−C4
O1−C3−N2−C1

other H1−C2−C5−C3 SP
H1−C2−C4−C3
H1−C2−C1−N2
H4−C4−C3−O1
H3−N1−C5−C3

aSee text for discussion of various fitting types.
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After the FM step, the new force field will be used to start a
new generation of AFM. The final force field was determined by
a global fit including all conformations in the final six generations
of AFM. The force field parameters are summarized in the
Supporting Information along with a set of GROMACS input
files that can be used to simulate zwitterionic Ala7 in water.

3. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS FORMD SIMULATIONS
All the force field fitting was performed with the CRYOFF code
version 2.7.2. The code optimizes linear parameters with
singular value decomposition and nonlinear parameters with
the simplex method. The AFM workflow was performed using
AFM toolkit 1.1. In addition, all MD simulations were
performed with the GROMACS simulation package.71

The J-coupling constants 3J(HN,Hα),
3J(HN,C′), 3J(Hα,C′),

3J(HN,Cβ),
1J(N,Cα), and

2J(N,Cα) were calculated with the
Karplus equations48

φ φ θ φ θ= + + + +J A B C( ) cos ( ) cos( )2
(4)

where φ is the backbone dihedral angle. The coefficients A, B,
and C and the offset angle θ used were the same as those used by
Graf et al.40,72−74 and summarized in the Supporting
Information. 3J(HN,Cα) was calculated with the following
relation75
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The quality of the agreement is presented as76

∑χ
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⟨ ⟩ −

N

J J1 ( )

i

N
i i

i

2 sim ,expt
2

2
(6)

where σi is the systematic error for the couplings determined
from the Karplus equation. The values of σi used in this work are
summarized in the Supporting Information (Table S2). We
computed χ2 including the seven constants, 3J(HN,Hα),
3J(HN,C′), 3J(Hα,C′), 3J(HN,Cβ),

1J(N,Cα),
2J(N,Cα), and

3J(HN,Cα). In addition, we also computed χ2 leaving out
3J(HN,Cα) as will be discussed in section 4. In our work, J-
coupling constants related with the ψ dihedral of the N terminus
of the peptide and the ϕ dihedral of the C terminus were not
included when evaluating χ2. Different studies may include a
slightly different set of J-coupling constants and have used
different σ values when evaluating χ2. Such differences lead to
complications when comparing with literature values. Unless
otherwise noted, the χ2 reported in this work maintains
consistent use of σi and number of terms to ensure a fair
comparison. For the fit to experiments by Graf, the χ2 value was
recomputed with fitted J-coupling constants in the literature40

but with our choice of σi and number of terms. For other force
field models, all J-coupling constants were recomputed with our
simulations under the same condition as the AFM2020 model.
Liquid-phase simulations were performed in cubic boxes with

dimensions of 2.7, 3.5, and 4.1 nm, respectively, for zwitterionic

Ala3, Ala5, and Ala7. A dodecahedron box was used for Ala19 to
reduce the number of water molecules needed. The Parrinello−
Rahman barostat and Nose−̀Hoover thermostat were used to
maintain pressure to 1 bar and temperature to 300 K for all
liquid-phase simulations.
Since the force field was fitted only to short peptides in

solutions, it is important to assess how the force field will
perform in the absence of hydration water. To accomplish this
assessment, gas-phase simulations were performed to study the
AFM2020 model without hydration water. We note that these
simulations do not necessarily reflect the true behavior of the
peptide in the gas phase, which was never fitted in the
development of the model. The gas-phase simulation is only
used to gauge the performance of the peptide models in the
absence of competing hydrogen bonds from the solvent and in a
small dielectric medium, such as the interior of a protein.
Without a high dielectric solvent, simulating zwitterionic
peptides in gas phase leads to unphysical attractions between
charged termini. To address this issue, gas-phase simulations
were performed with Ace-(Ala)n-NMe. The atom types for
terminal CO, N−H, and CH3 are the same as those used for
the solution-phase alanine. However, the charges on CH3 were
slightly adjusted to make Ace and NMe neutral. The adjusted
charges and the extra bonds and angle parameters are shown in
the Supporting Information. Stochastic rescaling thermostats77

were used for all gas-phase simulations. A set of GROMACS
input files for simulating the gas-phase Ace-(Ala)7-NMe are also
provided in the Supporting Information.
Classifications into different types of secondary structure are

based on the range of torsional angles as shown in Table 3.

4. QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF THE AFM FORCE FIELD
In this work, we will refer to the alanine force field developed
AFM2020. The χ2 values of AFM2020 were calculated for
zwitterionic Ala3, Ala5, and Ala7. Since a potential for counterion
has not been developed, zwitterionic simulations best resemble
the cationic form measured experimentally.
Table 4 reports the χ2 computed with the seven J-coupling

constants summarized in Section 3 and labeled 7J. The
simulations for AFM2020 and the other force fields were
performed for 1 us each with the same zwitterionic form. Figure
S3 in the Supporting Information shows the running average of
χ2 and the relative free energies for two separate 500 ns
simulations of Ala7 using the AFM2020 model. χ2 converged in
less than 50 ns in each case, indicating that sufficient sampling
has been accomplished for this model. The relative free energies
of the two 500 ns simulations also agree well, indicating that the
1 us total simulation time is adequate. Shorter peptides are
expected to take less time to reach convergence. It is clear from
Table 4 that the AFM2020 model, without any empirical
parameters, performs better than Amber ff99SB,21

CHARMM27/CMAP (C27/CMAP),13,78 Graf’s thermody-
namic fit,40 and CHARMM36m (C36m).26

Table 3. Definition of Different Regions of Conformational
States

region torsional range

α −160° < ϕ < −20°, −120° < ψ < 50°
β 180° < ϕ < −90°, 50° < ψ < 240°, 160° < ϕ < 180°, 50° < ψ < 180°
PPII −90° < ϕ < −20°, 50° < ψ < 240°
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Wenote that while C36m published in 2017 was fairly new, no
recent models of the Amber family were tested in our work.
There are multiple lineages for the Amber models. Some
models, such as Amber14sb, seem to reduce the χ2 by a factor of
2.22 The IPQ lineage models reduce the χ2 even further.15,16 We
tested the ff99SB model because it has been studied extensively
by many groups, such as the early work of Best et al.76

Reproducing ff99SB J-coupling in the literature provides a good
consistency check for our study in terms of simulation protocol
and time to convergence for peptides of various lengths.
The 7J χ2 computed by Amber ff99SB is larger than that of 1.8

reported previously in the literature.76 However, this is due to
the use of different σ. With the σ increased by 30% as had been
done in the literature, our simulation produced an ff99SB χ2 of
2.1, which is in good agreement with the literature value. It is
worth pointing out that the experimental J coupling was
measured on a cationic system in a buffer solution, as did some
of the previously published simulations. Because of the lack of
counterion parameters currently in AFM2020, our simulations
with AFM2020 and the other fields were all performed with
zwitterionic peptide in neat water. It is our assumption that the
effect of the minor difference between simulated and
experimental conditions on peptide conformation is small.
This assumption is supported by previous simulations reported
in the Supporting Information of the work of Best et al.76

We note that during the parameterization of the C36mmodel,
the Graf J-coupling constants for Ala5 were part of the training
goals. In other words, C36mwas fit directly to produce the scalar
coupling data for Ala5 directly. It is worthmentioning that C36m
tried to reach a compromise with many other data being fit and
did not make reducing χ2 its sole objective. It is interesting to
note that our model performs slightly better than the C36m
model for Ala5 and significantly better than for Ala3 and Ala7.
We find it especially encouraging that the AFM2020 model

performs better than the Graf thermodynamic fit. The Graf
thermodynamic fit was produced by fitting the population of
each conformation to minimize the deviation between
calculated and measured J-coupling constants. In Graf’s fit, the
σi value of each J coupling is not considered. The relative
population fromGraf is not predicted by any force field, and only
the J-coupling within each conformational state was predicted by
a force field. The Graf work studied several force fields exploring
relative performance and chose the GROMOS force field to
perform J-coupling estimates for the population fit. Our model
performs better than Graf’s direct thermodynamic fit in all cases
especially for Ala7. This indicates that our model not only gets
the relative population of different secondary structures in good
agreement with experiments but also better reproduces the finer
scale conformational distributions within each basin.
Although for Ala5 χ

2 fromAFM2020 is better than both C36m
and Graf’s thermodynamic fit, it is still worth additional
investigation since AFM2020 seems to have relatively the

worst performance for this peptide when compared to Ala3 or
Ala7. A careful examination of the contribution to χ2 indicates
the 3J(HN,Cα) term being the largest single contribution to χ2.
Ala3 does not have experimental 3J(HN,Cα) as a reference and is
thus not affected. Both Ala5 and Ala7 have two experimental
3J(HN,Cα) values available. However, the χ

2 for Ala7 has 31 terms
while that for Ala5 only has 18 terms. Thus, the large
contribution from 3J(HN,Cα) adversely affects the χ2 of Ala5
the most. The large contribution from this term is due to the
small σ2 of 0.01 associated with it.
To confirm this hypothesis, we compute both the χ2, where σi

in eq 6 is dropped, and the χ2, where the 3J(HN,Cα) contribution
is eliminated. The former is identical to the objective function
used by Graf and is labeled as 7J*. The latter is labeled 6J in
Table 4. To ensure a fair comparison, the χ2 values of all the
models were recomputed with the same definitions. It is clear
from Table 4 that AFM2020 performs better than all other
models by a larger margin percentage-wise for all alanine lengths
studied in this work when the 6J or 7J* χ2 is used as the figure of
merit. For 7J*, where the Graf study fitted the conformation of
each residue to optimize, our χ2 is better by a factor of 3 for both
Ala5 and Ala7.
Table 5 reports each individual J-coupling constant for Ala7,

which allows for a detailed residue by residue comparison. For
3J(HN,Hα), which is the most sensitive indicator of the ϕ angle,
experimental data show that 3J(HN,Hα) increases from the N
terminus to C terminus, indicating a transition from more PPII
conformations to more β conformations along the chain.40 The
same trend is also captured by the simulated 3J(HN,Hα). The
most sensitive indicator for the ψ angle, 2J(HN,Cα), decreases
along the chain from N-terminus to C-terminus. This trend is
interpreted as an increase of helical content along the chain40

and is also captured by the AFM2020 model. It is encouraging
that not only do the J-coupling constants produced by the
AFM2020 model give a small χ2, but the AFM2020 peptide also
captures key relative trends observed experimentally. The
predictions based on PBE/D3 are thus in quantitative
agreement with experiments as far as the scalar couplings are
concerned. Detailed prediction for each individual J-coupling for
Ala3 and Ala5 is reported in the Supporting Information and will
not be elaborated here.
Table 6 reports the population of each conformational state

for Ala3, Ala5, and Ala7 from AFM2020 along with that from
Graf’s thermodynamic fit. It is worth noting that the
conformation of each residue is defined by torsional angles
only according to Table 3. This is the same as Graf’s definition to
facilitate comparison with his population estimates. However, an
α-helix according to this definition may not have an i → i + 4
hydrogen bond.
While Graf’s thermodynamic fit predicts no conformation in

the α helix state and 80% PPII for Ala3, Ala5, and Ala7, the
AFM2020 model predicts a lower PPII population of 60−65%

Table 4. χ2 Values for Ala3, Ala5, and Ala7 with Different Force Fields Calculated for the 7J, 6J, and 7J* Definitions of χ2 (See the
Text)

7J 6J 7J*

Ala3 Ala5 Ala7 Ala3 Ala5 Ala7 Ala3 Ala5 Ala7

Amber ff99SB 3.34 3.00 2.49 3.34 2.56 2.43 0.67 0.49 0.46
C27/CMAP 3.24 3.65 3.03 3.24 2.77 2.72 0.64 0.50 0.48
C36m 1.28 0.99 0.71 1.28 0.54 0.60 0.18 0.07 0.07
Graf40 0.57 1.01 0.80 0.57 0.55 0.76 0.08 0.17 0.17
AFM2020 0.45 0.86 0.40 0.45 0.31 0.25 0.07 0.05 0.03
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and about 15−20% conformations in the helix state. It is worth
emphasizing that Graf’s analysis is based on the best fit to
experimental J-coupling. Our predicted J-coupling is in better
agreement with experiments than Graf’s fit. Thus, based on
NMR scalar coupling constants, our study suggests that there is
not sufficient evidence to rule out helix populations of up to 15%
for short peptides, such as Ala7.
It will be discussed later that our hydrated Ala19 simulation

shows a greater population of helix when compared to shorter
peptides. It is somewhat unexpected that Ala7 has around 15%
population in the helix region, whereas Ala3 and Ala5 have almost
20% helical conformations. Since our simulation shows good
agreement between populations determined from two 500 ns
trajectories (see the Supporting Information), we suspect that

the difference is more than not fully converged population
distributions of the peptides.
We note that it would be impossible for Ala3 to form i→ i + 4

hydrogen bonds typical for α-helix. The helix population for all
the peptides are classified solely based on the torsional angle
distributions shown in Table 3. One possible explanation is that
very short peptides, such as Ala3 and Ala5, are more flexible than
Ala7 and spent less time in the most preferred conformation.
While Ala7 is more enriched in PPII, Ala3 and Ala5 have smaller
free energy differences between different conformations and are
thus of less preference in any particular conformation.
Consequently, the number of conformations end up in the α
helix basin increases slightly.
Figure 2 compares the relative free energies of different

conformations in the Ramachandran plot for Ala7. Similar free
energy profiles for C27/CMAP, C36m, and Amber ff99SB are
shown for comparison. The free energy profile of AFM2020 is
most similar to C36m, especially with respect to the relative free
energy between β region and PPII region. AFM2020 does
sample a small left-turn helix region, although such con-
formations were not in the training set. For the more populated
regions at negative ϕ, AFM2020 provides a free energy profile
quite similar to the existing models. The AFM2020 prediction
could be more accurate, considering the better agreement with
experimental J-coupling data. For the less populated positive φ
region, the performance of AFM2020 should be taken with some
caution since the current fitting has not included left-turn helix
in the training set. However, no major problems can be revealed
from the Ramachandran plot.
AFM2020, as well as many prior models, has shown that short

alanine in solution is abundant with PPII conformations. On the
other hand, alanine is rich in the α-helix region of proteins and is
known as one of the best α-helix formers. It has been argued that
competition of water−peptide hydrogen bond destabilizes
peptide−peptide hydrogen bonds and a shielding of hydration
water by hydrophobic residues significantly increases the
tendency for α-helix formation.79−81 In order to study the
tendency for α-helix formation in a more hydrophobic
environment, we simulated alanine polypeptide in vacuum,
thus eliminating competition from hydration water. The interior
of a protein has a low dielectric constant; thus, a vacuum
simulation might be more similar to a peptide fragment in a
protein than a solution-phase simulation.
Table 7 reports the conformation distribution for Ace-(Ala)n-

NMe with various numbers of residues in vacuum. It is worth
reemphasizing that the AFM2020 gas-phase conformations
probably will not represent true peptide conformations in
vacuum. The gas-phase simulation was performed to assess the
performance of the force field outside of the aqueous
environment of the parameterization and to check whether
the AFM2020 model will perform similarly to other protein
force fields in a more protein-like environment. We followed the
same definition of conformational basins as shown in Table 3.
We report in Table 7 also the relative populations of different
secondary structures in vacuum for other force fields that are
known to be sufficiently accurate also for proteins.
Clearly, for the longer peptides, such as Ace-Ala7-NMe and

Ace-Ala17-NMe, the AFM2020 model makes very similar
predictions when compared to CHARMM C36m and Amber
ff99SB with about 60% population in the α-helix state for Ace-
Ala7-NMe and 99% for Ace-Ala17-NMe. For β state and PPII,
our model is in closer agreement with ff99SB than C36m.

Table 5. J-Coupling Constants of Ala7 Calculated Using
AFM2020 along with Experimental References40

J-coupling constants/Hz

residue type AFM2020 exp

A2 3J(HN,Hα) (ϕ2) 5.83 5.61
3J(HN,C′) (ϕ2) 1.04 1.15
3J(Hα,C′) (ϕ2) 1.60 1.89
3J(HN,Cβ) (ϕ2) 2.04 2.31
1J(N,Cα) (ψ2) 11.45 11.37

A3 3J(HN,Hα) (ϕ3) 5.88 5.66
3J(HN,C′) (ϕ3) 1.06 1.20
3J(Hα,C′) (ϕ3) 1.62 1.85
3J(HN,Cβ) (ϕ3) 2.01 2.20
1J(N,Cα) (ϕ3) 11.23 11.27
2J(N,Cα) (ψ2) 8.46 8.52
3J(HN,Cα) (ϕ3, ψ2) 0.47 0.66

A4 3J(HN,Hα) (ϕ4) 6.09 5.77
3J(HN,C′) (ϕ4) 1.03 1.20
3J(Hα,C′) (ϕ4) 1.69 1.80
3J(HN,Cβ) (ϕ4) 1.93 2.23
1J(N,Cα) (ψ4) 11.20 11.22
2J(N,Cα) (ψ3) 8.23 8.29
3J(HN,Cα) (ϕ4, ψ3) 0.44 0.56

A5 3J(HN,Hα) (ϕ5) 6.12 5.92
3J(HN,C′) (ϕ5) 1.02 1.19
3J(Hα,C′) (ϕ5) 1.70 1.56
3J(HN,Cβ) (ϕ5) 1.93 2.23
1J(N,Cα) (ψ5) 11.27 11.29
2J(N,Cα) (ψ4) 8.19 8.22

A6 3J(HN,Hα) (ϕ6) 6.22 6.04
3J(HN,C′) (ϕ6) 0.99 1.10
3J(Hα,C′) (ϕ6) 1.72 1.67
3J(HN,Cβ) (ϕ6) 1.91 2.21
1J(N,Cα) (ψ6) 11.21 11.29
2J(N,Cα) (ψ5) 8.28 8.24

Table 6. Population of Different Secondary Structure Motifs
for Ala3, Ala5, and Ala7 from Simulations

AFM2020 Graf’s fit

Ala3 Ala5 Ala7 Ala3 Ala5 Ala7

% α 20.9 21.7 15.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
% β 17.8 18.4 20.3 8.0 16.5 15.8
% PPII 61.2 59.8 64.3 92.0 83.5 84.2
% others 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
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The similarity of the alanine conformation distribution of
AFM2020 when compared with the existing protein force fields
suggests that the alanine parameters created in this work show
promising prospects for adequate performance in a protein
environment. Real protein simulations have to wait until a full
protein force field is developed following similar procedures.
When compared to the other models in Table 7, the

AFM2020 model shows the most pronounced increase of
helical content as peptide length increases.82 While the Ace-
Ala17-NMe is predominately helix for all force fields, for Ace-
Ala3-NMe, while AFM2020 only shows about 14% conforma-
tion in the helical state, CHARMM27/CMAP, for example,
showed 62% population in the helix state for this short peptide in
vacuum.
The increase of helix content for longer peptides is expected

since the α-helix is anticipated to be stabilized by intrachain
hydrogen bonds. For a n residue peptide, the maximum number
of α-helix hydrogen bonds that can be formed is n−4. Thus, a
shorter peptide has little stabilization from intrachain hydrogen
bonds. Only for longer peptides, it would average to about one
intrachain hydrogen bond per residue.
In order to further study the dependence of helix tendency on

peptide length, solution-phase simulations were conducted with
a zwitterionic Ala19. The Graf work studied the HEWL-19mer,
from which 30−40% α-helix content was estimated based on

NMR;40 an estimate with circular dichroism on the same
peptide gave a fractional α-helix of 8%. With AFM2020, two 350
ns simulations were performed with one from an α-helix and one
from a stretched initial conformation. In each case, the first 50 ns
was discarded and only the final 300 ns was used for population
estimate. We only focused on residues 5−15 since they are the
only residues that are expected to form two hydrogen bonds in a
well-formed α-helix and we anticipate the residues closer to the
termini to be less helical. For a peptide of this length, a very large
error bar is expected for the mean helical population from our
simulation. The two trajectories averaged to a helical content of
37 and 18%. The big difference is not surprising considering the
difficulty in converging such a long peptide without utilizing an
enhanced sampling technique. It is worth noting that either
trajectory produced a helix content larger than that of the Ala7
showing possibly a small positive correlation between helical
tendency and residue length.

5. ADDITIONAL COMPARISONS BETWEEN AFM2020,
AMBER FF99SB, AND CHARMM36M

It is worth noting that for the zwitterionic peptide, each terminus
has a net partial charge of ±0.766 e with our model, while most
other protein force fields including Amber ff99SB and
CHARMM36m have this charge to be 1. The choice of 0.766
e was due to the need to compensate for the high-frequency

Figure 2. Relative free energies of Ala7 calculated from different force fields.

Table 7. Population of Secondary Structure Motifs of Ace-(Ala)n-NMe in Vacuum from Different Force Fields

AFM2020 C36m

n 3 5 7 17 3 5 7 17

% α 14.1 40.0 68.1 99.6 45.6 50.8 64.9 98.7
% β 22.5 2.7 3.6 0.1 28.9 10.5 2.2 0.0
% PPII 32.6 17.7 12.9 0.2 7.1 8.7 4.1 0.0
% others 30.8 39.6 15.4 0.1 18.4 30.0 28.8 1.3

C27/CMAP Amber ff99SB

n 3 5 7 17 3 5 7 17

% α 62.0 74.9 98.3 99.5 53.2 44.8 56.9 99.4
% β 21.7 5.9 0.0 0.0 12.5 4.9 2.8 0.0
% PPII 2.6 2.4 0.0 0.0 14.1 17.1 13.4 0.0
% others 13.7 16.8 1.7 0.5 20.2 33.2 26.9 0.6
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component of the dielectric media, which is water.68 The charge
was a fitted value taken from our previous work on ion−water
potentials and was not an empirical parameter.36,53

Figure 3 compares contributions to the internal energy from
the torsional terms of each force field plotted as a function of the
ϕ and ψ dihedral. All coupled torsional terms are included, but
the 1−4 nonbonded interactions are omitted for this figure. The
C36m and C27/CMAP have the most features due to the use of
CMAP, whereas both AFM2020 and Amber ff99SB show
periodicity as a result of limiting to a linear combination of
cosine dihedral terms. The scale and shape are worthy of
attention since AFM2020 varies in a range of around 5 kcal/mol
without particularly favoring either positive or negative side of
the ϕ or ψ angles. Both C36m and ff99SB vary in a much wider
range from 0 to 10 kcal/mol and favoring a particular region ofϕ
or ψ angles. This observation indicates a different balance
between relying on through-space effects and dihedral terms to
model the torsional barrier. AFM2020 relies less on torsional
terms and thus more on through-space Coulombic and steric
effects with 5 kcal/mol torsional contribution, which is only
about twice of a typical hydrogen bond energy. The other force
fields rely on the torsional terms to do twice as much work. The
torsional energy surface seems to be coaching the peptide away
or toward certain conformations more.
When a force field relies on combination rules, the

intrapeptide short-range nonbonded parameters are slaved to
the peptide−water parameters; thus, the torsional terms have to
be tasked to pick up more interactions. The AFM2020 model
was developed without assuming combination rules; it thus
achieves a different balance between through-space steric effects
and torsional contributions.
Table 8 reports the root-mean-square difference (rmsd)

between PBE/D3 forces and force field forces for conformations
sampled with AFM2020 and Amber ff99SB at 310 K. The
molecular force rmsd shows the performance of the
intermolecular parameters in reproducing PBE/D3 reference
molecular forces. The atomic force rmsd reflects the perform-
ance of both intermolecular and intramolecular energy
expressions. The PBE/D3 forces were computed using the

sameQM/MM set up as done in our reference force calculations
for AFM. It is clear that the AFM2020 model provides a much
smaller force rmsd when compared to the PBE/D3 reference
than either Amber ff99SB or CHARMM36m. It is probably a
good assumption that the AFM2020 model is sampling
conformation space most similar to that would be sampled
with AIMD based on PBE/D3 when compared to the other two
force fields. With the AFM2020-sampled conformations, the
Amber ff99SB molecular force rmsd is particularly large being
36.5 kcal/(mol·Å), likely indicating that Amber ff99SB over-
estimates certain intermolecular distances relative to PBE/D3.
At the intermolecular distances sampled by AFM2020 or PBE/
D3, the ff99SB thus predicts strong steric repulsions, leading to
large rmsd from the reference forces. When ff99SB is used for
sampling, the rmsd between AFM2020 and the DFT/D3
reference forces increases. This is expected since AFM2020 is
not optimized specifically for such conformations. It is not
surprising that even for the conformations sampled by Amber
ff99SB, AFM2020 still predicts forces in much better agreement
with PBE/D3 reference than either Amber ff99SB or
CHARMM36m.
The last row of Table 8 reports the root mean square of the

reference forces (RMSF). The RMSF will be greater than zero
since the configurations were sampled at a finite temperature

Figure 3. Contribution to the internal energy from the torsional terms only for Ala3 computed with the AFM2020, CHARMM36m, CHARMM27/
CMAP, and Amber ff99SB.

Table 8. rmsd between Forces from PBE/D3 and the Force
Fields and along with the Root Mean Square of the PBE/D3
Reference Forces (RMSF)a

sampling AFM2020 Amber ff99SB

force field

molecular
force

(kcal/mol·Å)
atomic force
(kcal/mol·Å)

molecular
force

(kcal/mol·Å)
atomic force
(kcal/mol·Å)

Amber
ff99SB

36.47 22.31 22.28 23.00

C36m 22.43 31.61 25.0 34.8
AFM2020 8.43 9.64 11.6 12.1
PBE/D3
(RMSF)

25.34 37.25 44.39 42.63

aThe configuration samplings were done with AFM2020 and Amber
ff99SB.
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and were not at minimum energy geometries. When the
conformations are out-of-equilibrium, the RMSF will be more
likely to increase. Themolecular force RMSF is computed by the
sums of atomic forces of each molecule and thus does not have
contributions from intramolecular terms. The larger 44 kcal/
(mol·Å)molecular force RMSF indicates that the conformations
sampled by Amber ff99SB would correspond to slightly out-of-
equilibrium configurations on the DFT/D3 potential energy
surface. On the other hand, the minor increase of atomic RMSF
upon sampling with Amber ff99SB as compared to AFM2020
indicates that the Amber ff99SB intramolecular surface is of
relatively better quality when compared to the ff99SB
intermolecular surface.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
With AFM, a force field for hydrated zwitterionic poly-alanine
has been developed based on DFT reference forces computed
with the PBE exchange−correlation functional with the D3
correction for dispersion. Without fitting to any experimental
data, the new AFM2020 force field provides quantitative
agreement with experimental J-coupling constants.
For a hydrated alanine peptide, the χ2 of AFM2020 is better

than many existing force fields, such as Amber ff99SB and
CHARMM36m. The predicted J-coupling values capture
important trends from the N terminus to the C terminus
consistent with experimental observations. When compared
with the thermodynamic fit where the population of each
conformational state is fully adjusted to minimize the deviation
between calculated and experimental J-coupling constants,
AFM2020 was able to produce a lower χ2 without any empirical
adjustments. We note that our investigation compares J-
coupling constants in zwitterionic simulations to experimental
values of a cationic system. Although previous simulations have
shown that little difference in conformations between the two
environments exists,76 more definitive comparison should be
performed in the future after AFM-based counterion models are
parameterized.
The AFM2020 model predicts 15% helical conformations for

Ala7 in aqueous solutions, along with 20% β conformations and
65% PPII. Previous thermodynamic fit to the same J-coupling
data used as validation in this work indicates a virtual absence of
α-helix conformations for an alanine peptide of such a length.
Although it may be premature to conclude that our helical
conformation estimate is more realistic, the study provides some
evidence that the view of a virtual absence of conformations in
the helical basin is worthy of additional discussion.
It is worth noting that the experimental J-coupling data only

provide insights into the conformation distribution of short
hydrated peptides, and there is no direct evidence on the
performance of our AFM2020 alanine model in a more protein-
like environment. Simulations were performed with our
AFM2020 parameters in vacuum. In the absence of water
competing for hydrogen bonds, a longer alanine peptide in
vacuum is predominately helical with our model, while much
shorter peptides, such as Ace-(Ala)3-NMe and Ace-(Ala)5-NMe,
have significantly lower helical content. Overall, the Ramachan-
dran plot of AFM2020 in vacuum is similar to those of the
existing protein force fields, suggesting a good chance that the
AFM-based model will produce reasonable performance in a
more hydrophobic environment, such as the interior of a
protein.
AFM2020 is not an incremental improvement of an

established force field. It is a whole new model with all

intermolecular and intramolecular terms fitted self-consistently.
Without using combination rules, the AFM2020 model
optimizes both peptide−peptide through-space and peptide−
water nonbonded interactions independently. The systematic
SVD-based procedure allows complete refitting of all parameters
if any future deficiency is found and the reference conformations
are updated.
This work shows the promise of using AFM to create force

fields for short peptides. It is a small step toward creating a whole
new generation of protein force fields. Residues with large or
charged side chains could be particularly challenging. More
rigorous validation in a real protein environment will not be
possible until parameters for other peptides are available. One
direction worthy of additional investigation in the future is the
explicit modeling ofφ,ψ coupling as done inmodern Amber and
CHARMM force fields.23,78 Whether it is meritorious to scale
1−4 interactions is also of interest for future investigations.
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